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This is an exploratory literature review into the field of dark tourism. I am

currently employed in a department of international tourism, and through

discussions with my colleagues and at work events, I have come to have an

interest in the field of dark tourism. However, I know very little about the

specifics of this field of study.

I think it useful to publish these notes, despite being a beginner in the field, in

the hopes that they might prove useful for another researcher beginning their

journey into the study of dark tourism. Additionally, having lived in Japan for 12

years, I would like to use examples from Japan as part of my research. It s useful

to consider a different country s perspective as western perspectives, have for the

most part, dominated the study of dark tourism.

I have chosen to review selected articles from foundational works on the

subject of dark tourism. I will focus on sections in the works that discuss the

concept and ideological underpinnings of dark tourism.

Literature Review 1: Shedding Light on Dark Tourism by Richard Sharply

Introduction

This article provides a primer to the study of dark tourism. It begins by
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introducing some historical incidences of dark tourism. The author explains the

wreck of the SS Monroe in some detail, and then goes to give other examples

such as gladiatorial games in ancient Rome, public executions, and pilgrimages.

The author then states that there has been a massive growth in the dark

tourism industry primarily due to the ease with which individuals can now travel

globally, as well as the immediacy through which one can receive media. News

about deaths, disasters etc. can now be transmitted globally and accessed easily

by almost anyone.

Subsequently, Sharply presents the history of the field of dark tourism as a

research discipline. Although having a long history , dark tourism has not been

studied academically until recently. Even now, according to Sharply Much of the

literature tends to be descriptive and supply-side comment and analysis. .

Challenges in the Field

An additional challenge to the study of dark tourism is that the number of sites

and experiences that can be labelled as dark tourism are numerous and divers.

Other important issues to consider within the field of dark tourism is whether or

not we can ascribe shades or degrees to which a particular touristic site/activity

is dark and another major consideration presented is the political and moral

questions of how such tourist sites should be managed and how to maintain the

dignity of the deceased in the face of large numbers of crowds. The online

backlash to Instagram users posting photos of themselves smiling or posing

amongst Holocaust memorial monuments is one example of how the use of such

sites as tourism destinations can trivialize the very real emotional meaning these

places hold for certain people.

Another recently example in Japan is the very strong reaction to a visit from

Sharply , 2009. p 5.
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YouTuber Logan Paul to Aokigahara Forest. Often called Suicide forest,

Aokigahara has become infamous as a destination for many people to commit

suicide. Despite activities by the Japanese government to cut down on the number

of such unfortunate incidences , within the forest the clothing and remains of

dead individuals can easily be found. In 2017, popular YouTuber Logan Paul

uploaded videos to the platform within which he filmed a video of the corpse of a

man who hung himself in the forest. The upbeat nature of the video in which he

could be heard joking around, generated a global outcry. . The video was viewed

6.4 million times before being taken down.

Considering that visits to dark touristic sites and participating in darker forms

of tourism activities have a long history and are growing in popularity, Sharply

says quite rightly that all such sites or attractions require effective and

appropriate development, management, interpretation and promotion. These in

turn require a fuller under-standing of the phenomenon of dark tourism within

social, cultural, historical and political contexts.

Other issues in dark tourism that Sharply focuses on are marketing issues and

interpretation issues. Similar to the ethical management of these sites and

activities, consideration must be given to appropriate marketing techniques. In

particular, many dark tourism sites are accidental, as in they are not planned as

tourism sites initially, but have become so due to a war, disaster, or other such

event. These accidental tourism sites pose unique marketing challenges. With

respect to interpretation, difficulties arise in the manner in which the information

is presented to the public and its content. The main challenges in this regard are

presenting the information in a respectful manner and political issues such as

governments/organizations which may wish to revise the history of a site in a

more favourable light.

Tomohiro Osaki 2020 . Suicides in Japan fell below 20,000 to record low last year. Japan Times.
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/01/17/national/suicides-japan-record-low-20000/
Justin McCurry, 2018 . YouTube star Logan Paul apologises for film of man's body in Japan. The Guardian.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/02/outcry-as-youtube-star-posts-video-of-dead-body-in-japan
Sharply, 2009. p 7.



Literature Review 2 Encountering Engineered and Orchestrated Remembrance:

A Situational Model of Dark Tourism and Its History by

Tony A.V. Seaton10

Introduction

In this article, Seaton, like Sharply above, highlights the difficulty of defining

dark tourism. In the past, an attempt was made to define dark tourism as travel

to a location wholly, or partly motivated by the desire for actual or symbolic

encounters with death . The main factor causing a difficulty in defining the field11

is, according to Seaton, the fact that researches have failed to come up with a

single unifying motivation which encompasses the myriad of activities and sites

that fall within dark tourism. Moreover, tourist who visit these places do not

describe their motivations as seeking encounters with death , nor do operators

of these tourism sites necessarily view their work as dark .

Seaton acknowledges that dark tourists can never really have an actual

encounter with death as death is a private event that only the dying can truly

experience. Thus in 2018, Seaton updated his definition of dark tourism as

encounters through travel with the engineered and orchestrated remembrance of

mortality and fatality. Engineered in the sense that objects are built, sold,12

displayed etc., and orchestrated in the sense that visits to these sites are planned

or layout in specific manners to guide visitors. Thus, according to Seaton d ark

tourism encounters are, in reality, not encounters with death but remembrance of

the death and the dead, induced by symbolic representations. Specifically, he13

explains his new definition as follows, that dark tourism is not an interaction of a

consumer and supplier with the commodity being death, rather there are three

players 1 the consumers, 2 the suppliers, and 3 the remembered dead, with

A.V. Seaton, 2018 . Encountering Engineered and Orchestrated Remembrance: A Situational Model of10

Dark Tourism and Its History. In The Palgrave Handbook of Dark Tourism Studies. Palgrave Macmillan 1st

Ed. pp 9-32.
A.V. Seaton, 1996 . Guided by the dark: From thanatopsis to thanatourism. International Journal of Heritage11

Studies, 2 4 , pp 234–244.
Seaton, 2018. p 14.12

Ibid, p 13.13
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the commodity being the remembrance or representation of the dead and not

death itself.

This nuance is important, according to Seaton, for several reasons. Primarily, it

overcomes a common criticism of dark tourism, that it trades on death and

exploits it for commercial gain. What is traded is not death, but the14

representations of it. He does not go on to elaborate on why that distinction

makes a difference to the argument that dark tourism exploits death. I think we

are encouraged to believe that somehow exploiting a construct of death rather

than death itself is somehow less objectionable. Although it is not explained why

this would be so. Obviously, no one can exploit or trade in death for the same

reasons as Seaton lists for tourists being unable to actually experience death. It is

an abstract that cannot be experienced or purchased without dying firsthand.

Thus, by default, all commodification of death needs be representative .

Seaton also discusses the idea of the dark tourist. If people do not recognize

themselves and their motivations as seeking to encounter mortality and fatality,

then how can one define a dark tourist? Seaton divides these tourists into two

groups. Motivational and accidental dark tourists. Those who happen across a

memorial statue on their way to work would be accidental, whereas those who

seek out this memorial would be motivational. He further subdivides dark tourists

into premeditated voluntary, involuntary, accidental, and incidental.15

Seaton also explains the relationship of engineered and orchestrated

remembrance and thanatourism. He posits that framing dark tourism as engaging

in engineered and orchestrated remembrance makes it easier to locate it within

the bigger domain of thanatology. Phrasing it as engineered remembrance of16

death allows dark tourism to encompass a broader spectrum of locales and

activities. Take, for example, the practice of scattering ashes in the sea. It

divorces the engagement with death from the actual physical body and/or location

Ibid, p 19.14

Ibid, p 16.15

Ibid, p 19.16



of death and frames it as a concept or idea of releasing one s grief along with the

departed person s spirit. According to Seaton, this reframing allows for further

sociological and political research, as death is mute and unchangeable whereas the

manner in which death is interpreted and remember is constantly changing.

Possible Themes for Research Papers and Avenues of Further Research

Why must Dark Toursim = Thanatourism?

What is the range and composition of dark tourism? Most authors refer

primarily to thanatourism, but are there not other forms? If we consider an area

where a disaster occurred, but no one died; is that still dark tourism? Another

example would be visits to abandon locations and whether that is a form of dark

tourism. One of the main features of the Dark Tourism Magazine in Japan are

articles on abandoned places. Abandoned factories, towns, and military islands

were among some of the places featured. This type of tourism seems to fit well17

into dark tourism as visiting an abandoned locale is not something that someone

would normally label as fun tourism. However, the abandonment of the location

doesn t necessarily mean that people died in that location. It could have been

abandoned due to economic downturns, or perhaps there was environmental

issues making the area uninhabitable. Chernobyl and the Fukushima nuclear

meltdowns are good examples. Yes, certain individuals died, but in particular, at

the Fukushima plant, very few people have directly died due to the accident at the

current time, and yet I believe that it will become a site of tourism just like

Chernobyl has become in the future. Already people are sneaking into the

abandoned towns and villages surrounding the plant to take photos.

What is Tourism and What Activities does it Encompass

I think the biggest issue with my readings on dark tourism so far is due to the

misuse or misunderstanding of the word tourism. The term tourism , by its very

nature, indicates a certain shallowness of superficiality of duration. Take for

Dark Tourism Japan, Vol 2. Million Publishing. 201517
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example, the difference between an expat and a tourist. If an individual stays long

enough or visits frequently enough in a foreign local, then they cease to be a

tourist and become a resident. Thus, at what point do encounters with the dead

become less tourism and more custom or religious practice . Many authors

have indicated that dark tourism includes such things as visits to grave markers

where a friend or family member has died in a car accident or visits to a

graveyard. However, I have a hard time expressing those practices as a form a

tourism. By its incredibly personal nature, it seems almost insulting to call such

practices as dark tourism and I feel confident the bereaved would find it

distasteful to have the term tourism applied to them.

Does Interest in an Afterlife Truly Fall Within Thanatourism?

With respect to what I term Ghost Tourism , visiting haunted houses, or

traveling to places for the express purpose of attempting to interact with a spirit.

It s interesting to consider whether the motivations of individuals who travel to

haunted places is to, as Seaton claimed, engage in encounters through travel

with the engineered and orchestrated remembrance of mortality and fatality. Or

rather, could it be that ghost tourism is concerned more with life than death? It is

possible to argue that the purpose of ghost hunting and other such practices is

less to encounter mortality and fatality, but rather a way of observing life after

death. Believing in the idea and existence of an afterlife is a very meaningful and

consoling ideology. It could be argued that such practices are more about affirming

the existence of an after life , than engaging with death.
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Tribuna,
Lidové noviny,

Literární noviny,





Made in Japan: cestopisná reportáž o zemi, kde vybuchla první

atomová puma.

UN Document,



Made in Japan



Lexikon eské

literatury: Osobnosti, díla, instituce: 2 / I: H-J.

Osobnosti Lidových novin: Životní p íb hy lidí, kte í vytvá eli nejstarší

eský deník (1893 1989).



The Coast of Bohemia: A Czech

History.

Piš, jak slyšíš: kniha interview .
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